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Insights into Reiki as a Source of Inspiration & Support for our Soul’s Journey 

by Sue Pready 

 

“Reiki always flows to where it is needed” …  and also how and when it is needed in my 

experience! 

I consciously started on my spiritual path in 1997 as a result of a major life crisis, through 

which I found Reiki – or rather, Reiki found me in that it ‘kept coming into my mind 
repeatedly’ after I’d noticed a poster in the window of the natural health shop near where I 

worked.  It wasn’t long before I decided to book a Reiki treatment so that I could find out 

more.  Little did I know then that Reiki would prove to be such an immense & precious gift 

in my life – starting with the deeply relaxing and restorative healing treatments I received at 

that time of great need and then ultimately leading me to change my life completely to work 

in the healing arts. 

Within just a few weeks another poster appeared in the very same shop window announcing a 

forthcoming Reiki 1st Degree course for beginners.  At the time it felt to me like such a ‘far 
out’ thing to even consider but the resonance of the call was strong so I went ahead and 

signed up – albeit with a metaphorical beady-eyed parrot perched on my left shoulder 

intoning “the minute this doesn’t feel right, we’re out of here!”  Well, that moment never 

came I’m glad to say and I completed my training to Reiki Master Teacher Level in 2003, at 

which point I left my longstanding job in human resources to actively begin working ‘for 
real’ as a self-employed Reiki Practitioner and Teacher.  

Insights & Inspirations  

In Reiki 1st Degree, the most energy-transforming awareness that I received was that – if 

everything in the Universe is made of energy and also that energy vibrates at different levels 

of FREQUENCY (from low and slow to high and fast) then it follows that:  

“Our thoughts are made of energy and we can choose our thoughts …”  which in turn led 

me to create this powerful personal mantra which supported me greatly through turbulent 

times :  “I choose Love not fear!”  

In Reiki 2nd Degree, the ‘eureka message’ for me was that “It’s the thought that counts and 
we can co-create our reality” … which in turn led me to set an ongoing intent of: “I choose 
the life of my dreams …”  

“Reiki gives you the energy to be your true self” 

As I subsequently continued on my path towards Reiki Mastership, I happened to come 

across this quotation which I found so beautifully resonant that when the time came in the 

lead-up to 2003, I named my first website “The Space Within” as a result:  

  

 “Deep inside you exists a place of infinite beauty and rest, of dancing and joy and  

 playful being, of limitless vision and infinite abundance.  This space constitutes our 

 true being. This is the space within you”  -  Pierre Pradervand 
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As I look back, I see that ultimately, the leap of faith I made in 2003 to leave employment and 

follow my dream to work in the healing arts has led me … not only to experience a profoundly 
different inner way of being … but also to find my true passion  -  which turns out to be a love 

of working with Sound, Voice & Story in a number of different ways.   

“Reiki – the Secret Art of Happiness” 

Seemingly through happenchance in 2007 (although doubtless it was Reiki working its magic 

again), I began training as a sound healer with The College of Sound Healing and qualified in 

2009.  The core practitioner training with the College places fundamental emphasis on the use 

of the voice and this has proved to be profoundly meaningful for me and indeed a life-changing 

journey in its own right.  By discovering and getting to know my true voice and what really 

makes my heart sing – both literally and metaphorically – I now feel an abiding and ever-

deepening sense of coming home to my true and natural self. This is the reason I applied to 

become a tutor for The College of Sound Healing and have been facilitating their core 

practitioner training programme since 2012 (in Hertfordshire).  (I am now based in Abingdon 

in Oxfordshire and will be offering the CoSH training here for the first time from September 

2021).   

Returning to my Reiki journey, I find the many beautiful links, blends and crossovers with my 

sound healing work a constant source of inspiration and delight such as via the sacred chanting 

of the Reiki kotodama, offering Reiki treatments in combination with vocal toning, Reiki 

drumming and the practice of Japanese Haiku.  Over the years, during which time my original 

business name of The Space Within has naturally evolved into The Sound & Story Space, the 

following three quotations have acted as beacons of resonance for me throughout that journey: 

"Man's spiritual development is a long and arduous journey, an adventure 

through strange lands full of surprises, difficulties and even dangers. It 

involves a drastic transmutation of the 'normal' elements of the personality, 

an awakening of potentialities hitherto dormant, a raising of consciousness 

to new realms, and a functioning along a new inner dimension." 

Alberto Assagioli, Founder of Psychosynthesis Psychology 

 

 “I ask and intend to be connected to my soul essence at all times, even though I don’t 
 know how”  -  Penny Peirce  (Frequency: The Power of Personal Vibration)  

 

 "Don't ask yourself what the world needs; ask yourself what makes you   

 come alive? And then go and do that … because what the world needs is people 
 who have come alive"     -    Howard Thurman   

 

Sue Pready, UKRF Master Teacher                                                 

www.thesoundandstoryspace.com                                                    

www.collegeofsoundhealing.co.uk 
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